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ABSTRACT

Young soybean plants ( Glycine max . L, cultivar

Harosoy '63), grown iinder controlled conditions, were

exposed to gamma radiation on a single occasion. One hour

following exposure to 3»750 rads, the mature trifoliate

leaf of the soybean plant was isolated in a closed system

and permitted to photoassimilate approximately 1-5>iCi of

Ik
CO2 for 15 minutes. After an additional k5 minute-period,

the plant was sacrificed ajid the magnitude of translocation

and distribution pattern of C determined.

. Ik
In the non-irradiated plants 18% of the total C

recovered was outside the fed leaf blades ajid of this

translocated C, 28% was above the node of the fed leaf,

38% in the stem below the node, 28% in the roots and 7% in

the petiole. As well, in the irradiated plants, a smaller

per cent (6%) of the total C recovered was exported out of

the source leaf blades. Of this translocated C, a smaller

per cent (20%) was found in the apical region above the node

of the source leaf smd a higher per cent (45/^) was recovered

from the stem below the node and in the petiole (l1%). The

^kper cent of exported C recovered from the root was un-

affected by the radiation. Replacement of the shoot apex

with 20 ppm lAA immediately following irradiation, only





partially increased the magnitude of translocation but did

completely restore the pattern of distribution to that

observed in the non-irradiated plants.

From supplementary studies showing a radiation-

induced reduction of photosynthetic rates in the source leaf

and a reduction of the cumulative stem and leaf lengths in

the apical sink region, the observed effects of radiation on

the translocation process have been correlated to damage

incurred by the source and sink regions.

These data suggest that the reduction in the

magnitude of translocation is the result of damage to both

the source and sink regions rather than the phloem conducting

tissue itself, whereas the change in the pattern of trems-

location is probably the result of a reduced rate of

C-assimilate movement caused by a radiation-induced

decrease of sink metabolism, especially the decrease in the

metabolism of the apical sink.
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INTRODUCTION

Ionizing radiations are perhaps the most potent of

all physical variables to which biological systems may be

subjected. A single ionization may cause the death of a

virus and an exposure to only 1000 roentgens may be a lethal

dose for many organisms, even though it meajns the direct

ionization of but one molecule in every ten million (35).

The biological effect of ionizing radiation depends

upon the energy absorbed by the tissues concerned, which

may vary because of physical differences between the various

types of radiation. These differences include the density

of ionizations and their penetrability through the target

tissue. Particulate ionizing radiations, such as alpha

particles (helixom nuclei), beta particles (electrons) and

slow neutrons generally exhibit less penetrability than the

highly energetic non-particulate or electromagnetic radiations,

namely X- or gamma radiations.

Of these electromagnetic radiations, gamma radiation

is the most energetic, having extremely short wave lengths

(in the range of 1
0~ to 10~ cm) and high frequencies.

Gamma radiation is the energy released when a nucleus ixnder-

goes a change of energy levels, from an excited state to the

ground state, during radioactive transformation. Since
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nuclear energy levels are characteristic for a specific

element, the discrete energies of the gamma rays produced

during transformation are characteristic of that element.

The unit of measurement most frequently used in

biological studies to describe the magnitude of absorbed

radiation is the rad (radiation absorbed dose). This unit

is equivalent to 100 ergs per gram of irradiated material.

It applies to any type of ionizing radiation in any medium.

Of more limited application is the unit of exposure termed

the roentgen. This unit refers only to X- and gamma

radiations and is based upon the number of ionizations

produced in 1 cubic centimetre (cc) of air vinder standard

conditions. The roentgen, however, refers only to the

delivered dose. If water or soft tissues absorb X- or gamma

radiation of an energy between 100 kilo electron volts (kev)

ajid 3 mega electron volts (Mev), the absorbed dose per

roentgen is approximately 0,93-0.98 rad. One roentgen is,

then, essentially equivalent to one rad (ll).

Interaction of gamma rays (and X-rays) with matter

is primarily through three mechanisms: the photoelectric

effect, Compton scattering and pair production. The photo-

electric effect is observed when a low energy gamma photon

interacts with a target atom ejecting an orbital electron.

Any residual photonic energy of that expended in the

removal of the electron, is transferred to the ejected

electron as kinetic energy. When a photon of a somewhat
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higher energy interacts with an atom, it may expend only

part of its energy in ejecting an orbital electron and some

of this excess energy may be deflected in the form of a less

energetic secondary gamma photon. This phenomenon is termed

Compton scattering. Pair production may occur when a highly

energetic gamma photon interacts with the intense nuclear

fields of a target atom, undergoes a change and re-appears

as an ejected positron and electron. The ejected particles

or deflected secondary gamma photons resulting from any of

the above mentioned mechanisms may, if they possess sufficient

kinetic energy, induce a series of secondary ionizations,

thereby increasing tremendously the radiation damage.

Though every biological system can be affected by

ionizing radiations, resulting in structural and functional

changes, very little is known about the exact mechanisms of

such effects. Most investigations have involved a single

exposure of a biological target to ionizing radiations and

a subsequent examination of the changes brought about. Many

studies have investigated the effects of ionizing radiations

on such diverse targets as chromosomes, organelles, cells,

tissues, entire plants and even plant communities (35 )»

It is generally assumed that the physical exposure

of organisms to radiation results in a chemical change which

ultimately leads to the observed or measured biological

response. These responses will vary, however, with the total

dose, the dose rate, ion density and the nature of the
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biological system irradiated.

The physiological responses of plants to ionizing

radiations have not been extensively investigated and for

this reason, the responses of photosynthesis and trans-

location to ionizing radiations were selected for study in

this research programme. To complement these studies, a

preliminary investigation into the effects of ionizing

radiation on selected growth parameters was conducted,

I, Plant Growth Responses to Ionizing Radiations .

Plant growth parameters, such as leaf length, shoot

height and dry weight are convenient indicators of radiation

damage. For example, a comparison of needle lengths of

Pinus strobus plants irradiated during dormant and actively

growing stages, showed a significant reduction in both

stages (56). A much greater reduction, however, appeared in

those plants irradiated during active growth. A needle

length of about ^0% that of the controls was obtained after

an exposure of the growing tissues on a single occasion to

only 300 rads whereas 450 rads were required to elicit the

seune response in dormant tissues. The tolerance of the

dormant plants therefore, was approximately 1,5 times that

of the actively growing plants, a fact which Sparrow e_t al.

(56) have attributed to a difference in the nuclear interphase

chromosome volume (iCV). The ICV unit is obtained by dividing

the interphase nuclear volume by the chromosome number.
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With respect to acute exposures especially, the ICV appears

to be a major factor in predicting and determining radio-

sensitivity of various plant and animal species (57)»

Furthermore, Sparrow has shown that rapidly dividing cells

exhibit larger nuclear volumes (55). Thus, the smaller

nuclear volume of the dormant cells increases the plants'

radioresistance , despite the fact that there is a much

greater absorbed dose per nucleus per cycle when the rate of

cell division is slower.

The generalization may be made, then, that more

quiescent plants or tissues exhibit a greater radioresistance

and, therefore, the mitotic rate of plants, which may vary

from species to species and season to season, is a critical

factor underlying plant radiosensitivity (50,55,56,59,61,67),

These facts strongly suggest that most radiation damage is

concentrated in those areas of a plant where one finds

metabolically active, rapidly dividing cells. Predictably,

then, under normal growth conditions the shoot (including

leaf meristems) and root meristems should exhibit the greatest

amount of damage.

Exposing dormant four-year old Pinus thunbergii to

715 rads of gamma radiation, O'Ktanewick and Herrick observed

that it was not necessary for an entire shoot meristem to

survive in order to ensure survival of the entire branch or

plant (45), These authors observed that it is merely

sufficient that enough cells survive to result in the
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formation of a new meristem. Their data also suggested that

the reduction of needle lengths is the result of the action

of the ionizing radiation on needle germinal centers already

set down at the time of exposure. In the case of new buds

and meristems arising after exposure to radiation, it is

suggested that these are formed from cells which remained

relatively or completely undamaged by the radiation. Needles

formed from these new buds appeared normal in length.

At a higher level of exposure, such as 1,000 rads,

actively growing Pinus thvinbergii trees were all killed (^5).

Mortality was characterized by an immediate cessation of

growth, followed by the browning and loss of needles. The

browning was initiated at the tips of the needles closest to

the meristems and then progressed moving inward on the needle

and downward on the branches and trunk.

Bostrack and Sparrow found that shoot apical

meristems of chronically irradiated Pinus rigida trees

exhibited a flattened dome, with the terminal, superficial

cells displaying the greatest sensitivity (6). With increasing

doses, the superficial layer became thinner and the leaf

primordia more necrotic. The axillary buds were found to be

more radioresistant than the terminal buds and often two or

more axillary buds became active to replace a necrotic

terminal meristem. In some specimens, however, necrosis of

both terminal and sub-terminal buds occurred. These authors

suggested that death of the dormant lateral buds may have
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occurred as an indirect effect of radiation, due to a

possible reduction in availability of essential metabolites.

The above mentioned growth responses to ionizing

radiation are not unique to gymnosperms. For example, the

immediate inhibition of cell division and the consequent

reduction in growth, as well as increasing chlorosis

beginning 2-6 weeks after exposure to ionizing radiation

have also been documented for the fern, Osmiinda regalis (2),

The above responses were elicitted after an acute exposure

to only 3,000 rads (3 krads) of X-radiation. In general,

angiosperms exhibit greater radioresistance than either ferns

or gymnosperms (58), Nevertheless, many angiosperms are

frequently used in radiation research because of their

agricultural importance and ease of propagation in the

laboratory.

Using soybean as the experimental material,

Witherspoon and Corney observed the mortality of apical

meristems one week following an exposure to 6 krads or more

of gamma radiation (75). Determination of dry weights of

the shoots and roots of the irradiated plants suggested that

the radiosensitivity of these two plant sections was similar.

After exposure to low and intermediate doses of gamma radiation

{O-k krads) growth of lateral "branches" still occurred even

though stem-height growth from the main shoot had ceased

almost immediately.
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Exposure of soybeans to less than 5»000 rads did not

result in any whole plant lethality in pleuits ranging from

the unifoliate to the 13- trifoliate leaf stage (32), Whole

plant lethality was generally defined as cessation of shoot,

lateral and root growth. These authors found minimal in-

hibition of soybean stem-growth prior to and following the

log growth phase when plants exhibited 0-2 and 9 trifoliate

leaves respectively. Plants in the stage prior to the log-

growth phase exhibited the greatest variability. Greatest

radiosensitivity to stem-growth inhibition was observed in

plants which had Just commenced the log phase, 12-20 days

after emergence (2-4 trifoliate leaves). Increasing the dose

rate while maintaining a constajit total dose, increased the

radiation response observed.

In the experiments described in this thesis, the

effects of ionizing radiation on some growth parameters were

investigated primarily to assess growth responses of the

plant at doses of radiation which would also elicit responses

in photosynthesis and translocation,

II, Photosynthetic Responses to Ionizing Radiation .

The process of photosynthesis may be viewed as a

light-initiated endergonic oxidation-reduction reaction by

which organic molecules are synthesized (l3). Associated

with the light phase of photosynthesis are the oxidation of

water, the evolution of oxygen (O^), pigment excitation.
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electron transport, photophosphorylation and the production

of reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate. The

dark phase involves the biochemical fixation of CO^ and the

resultant metablic reactions (l3)»

The responses of chloroplasts and their photosynthetic

reactions to ionizing radiations have been the subject of

many interesting investigatiojos. One such investigation by

Zill and Tolbert in 1958 suggested that the rates of carbon

dioxide (COp) fixation by wheat seedlings were reduced to

approximately 25^ of the control rates by acute exposures to

50-100 krads of gamma radiation. The residual capacity to

fix COp, however, persisted even at exposures to 500 krads

(77). Of interest was the authors* observation that maximum

inhibition of the COp fixation process occurred immediately

following irradiation, though technically, "immediately" was

approximately 15 minutes after irradiation. In contrast to

the high doses utilized in the above study, experiments by

Hadley and ¥oodwell showed that exposures to as low as 1250 R

(roentgen) of gamma radiation depressed the rates of net

photosynthesis of 2-year old Pinus taeda and Pinus elliotii

to about 68^ and 88^ of pre-irradiated rates, respectively

(24).

The high radiosensitivity of conifer photosynthesis

was further shown by Ursino ejt al. (70). An acute exposure

to only 500 rads of gamma radiation was shown to reduce the

photosynthetic rates measured under normal atmospheric
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conditions (21^ oxygen) to 50^ that of pre-irradiation rates

in 3-year old Pinus strobus plants. The greater radio-

sensitivity demonstrated in pines by these authors compared

to the previously mentioned studies, was accounted for by

inherent differences between the species and by the fact that

the Pinus strobus plants were irradiated in a more active

growth phase (70),

It has been shown that oxygen reduces the rate of

apparent photosynthesis, also referred to as net photosynthesis,

by stimulating the rate of photorespiration (15). Net photo-

synthesis is, then, a measurement of a combination of factors

whose relationship may be described by the following equation:

rate of net _ rate of gross or rate of photo- rate of
photosynthesis ~ potential ~ respiration " dark

photosynthesis respiration

Furthermore, oxygen is known to also reduce the rate of net

photosynthesis by the competitive inhibition of CO- for the

active site of the carboxylase enzyme (9).

In the study by Ursino e_t al^, , photosynthetic rates

were also determined at 1^ oxygen in order to minimize the

two oxygen effects. The observation that a reduction in

apparent photosynthesis following an acute exposure to

ionizing radiation also occurred at this low oxygen concen-

tration suggested to these authors that the observed reduction

in net photosynthesis at 21^ oxygen was not due to a stimu-

lation of photorespiration.
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Neither can the very rapid depression of photo-

synthesis by ionizing radiation be explained by a stimulation

of dark (mitochondrial) respiration (24,70), as the stimulation

of dark respiration has been shown to occur some hours after

irradiation (8,49,50,70), Based on his own data and also

referring to other studies (8,24) Ursino suggests that the

observed increase in dark respiration observed at varying

times after the measured reduction in apparent photosynthesis

is a secondary response to irradiation and suggests that the

chloroplast exhibits greater radiosensitivity thaui the

mitchondrion. The data shown by Ursino e_t al. was further

interpreted to suggest that the site of radiation damage was

presumably at the photosystem level.

Supplementing the above mentioned studies which

investigated the effects of ionizing radiation on the rates

of photosynthesis are those which have examined the radiation

induced effects on such other components of photosynthesis as

stomatal aperture, chlorophyll content, chloroplast ultra-

structure, electron transport and photophosphorylation,

Stomatal apertures were examined in an investigation

by Roy and Clark, in which it was shown that 250 R of

X-radiation reduced CO assimilation to 70^ that of the

control values in 1 -week old Vicia faba plants over a period

of 8-24 days post irradiation (51 ), The observation that the

stomatal apertures, 8-12 days following irradiation were

significaintly reduced, led these authors to conclude that the
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reduction in the rates of COp assimilation was due to

increased diffusion resistance which limited the availability

of C0_ at the site of fixation. Other studies have also

shown that stomatal apertures may be significantly reduced,

but that these changes are not immediate responses, in

contrast to the immediate reduction of net photosynthesis

(37,77)» and are observed only by the seventh or eighth day

following irradiation (70,77).

Another parameter examined to account for the

reduction in apparent photosynthesis following irradiation

is the chlorophyll content. However, irradiation of wheat

seedlings with high doses of gamma radiation, 12,5-900 krads,

showed both the processes of chlorophyll synthesis and

degradation to be very radioresistaJit (l7,2l). Similarly,

chloroplast ultrastructure has been observed to be altered

only by extremely high doses of ionizing radiations (60,65,70),

Although many studies have analyzed chlorophyll content and

chloroplast ultrastructure following exposure to ionizing

radiations, none have been able to correlate the observed

reduction of apparent photosynthesis at low levels of exposure

with a decrease in chlorophyll content or an alteration in

chloroplast ultrastructure. Neither has any investigation

been able to correlate the very rapid depression of the

photosynthetic rate by low exposures to ionizing radiation

with an increase in the number and size of starch grains

which are generally observed at high levels of exposure ajid
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not vintil at least 7~Zk hours following irradiation

(1,3,65,70).

Examining the photosynthetic reactions in greater

detail, Zill and Tolbert, upon exposing Chlorella to various

doses or gamma radiation, found continued normal 0- evolution

(the Hill-reaction) despite an immediate decrease in C0_

fixation. Only after exposures to 150 krads or more was a

decrease in Op evolution observed. The high radioresistance

of the Hill-reaction has been substantiated by a number of

other studies (16,53,5^*).

This differential sensitivity to radiation on the

part of chloroplast functions was further elaborated by

Simonis and Fuechtbauer (53), who reported an !__ (50^ in-

activation dose) for photophosphorylation of 130 krads and

an I for evolution of 530 krads approximately one hour

following X-irradiation, The data, obtained using isolated

spinach chloroplasts, suggested that non-cyclic photo-

phosphorylation exhibited greater radiosensitivity than cyclic

photophosphorylation. The above studies give a clear

indication that differential sensitivities to ionizing

radiations do exist among closely associated systems.

Prior to this research prograjmne, no known studies

existed on the effects of ionizing radiation on the apparent

photosynthetic process in soybean. Since this study, however,

McCabe (37) has reported some early responses of photo-

synthesis in soybean plants following gamma irradiation
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(3»750 rads). McCabe's data suggested an immediate

(5 minutes following irradiation) 20^ depression of net

photosynthesis following irradiation with a partial recovery-

restoring the photo synthetic rate to about 90^ that of the

pre-irradiated rate within 1 hour post irradiation. The

rate of photosynthesis following the partial recovery

declined slightly over the remainder of the 4-hour period

of observation.

To complement the translocation studies presented in

this thesis, apparent photo synthetic rates, at both 21^ and

1^ oxygen, were determined both prior to and following

exposure of soybean plants to gamma radiation,

III, Responses of Photoassimilate Distribution
to Ionizing Radiation .

In plants, translocation refers to the movement of

material from one locus in the plant to another through

specialized conducting tissues at rates faster than those of

diffusion (l4). The materials translocated include inorganic

and organic solutes, water and growth honnones. For the

purpose of this thesis, however, translocation will refer to

the movement of organic molecules only, and in particular to

those organic molecules derived from recent photosynthate

.

The study of the process of translocation has been

greatly facilitated by the development and availability of

radioactive tracers. Particularly useful is the long-lived

14radio-isotope of carbon, C, which has been used extensively
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as a marker for carbon assimilated (as C0_ ) during photo-

synthesis by an isolated leaf (termed the "fed" leaf) or

leaves. The quantities of C-labelled photosynthate

translocated out of the fed leaf to various plant parts may

then be determined using standard techniques of isotope

detection.

Radioactive tracers have also provided a means of

analyzing the complex process of translocation through in-

vestigations of its various components. Some of these

components have been identified as the assimilation of CO^

and the subsequent biosynthesis of organic compounds, the

localization of metabolic and storage pools , the magnitude of

the movement of the photosynthate into the vascular tissue

specifically the phloem tissue (29»'+3»^7»63 ) , the rate of

the ensuing longitudinal translocation and the eventual

utilization or storage of the translocated material,

^kThe magnitude of the translocation of C-labelled

photoassimilates, that is, the products of photoassimilated

COp, is governed by a number of external and internal

parameters. Some of the external factors include the carbon

dioxide concentration (52), light intensity (22), light

quality (25), temperature (42), and the availability of water

(lO) and nutrients such as potassium (26). With the exception

of the carbon dioxide concentration, a decrease in concen-

tration or intensity of any of the above factors generally

results in a decrease in the amount of material translocated.
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Such internal plant pareuneters as phyllotaxis

(leaf arrangement), orthostichy (position of a leaf in the

above arrangement) (30), the age of the exporting leaf (62)

amd the ability of the exporting leaf to temporarily store

excess photosynthate (4o) have also been observed to influence

the magnitude of translocation. In general, an older, export-

ing leaf translocates carbohydrate to young, growing leaves

of the same orthostichy, even though another exporting leaf

not of the same orthostichy may be nearer the importing

leaves (30), A leaf generally imports carbohydrates until

it has attained approximately one-third to one half its final

area (62), The leaf then exports increasing amounts of

assimilate until it attains 90^-100^ of its final area. As

the leaf continues to age, the magnitude of export decreases

(62), The temporary storage of photosynthate in pools within

the leaf blade, as well as the petiole, has been observed to

decrease the magnitude of exported C-assimilates as well (^O)

The magnitude of C translocated out of a leaf

allowed to photoassimilate CO^, decreases logarithmically

with time (31 )• This has, to a large extent, been attributed

to the increased mixing of the C-assimilates with unlabelled

products in pools in the fed leaf (4o), In view of the above

facts, it is clear that the magnitude of the outflow of

assimilates from a leaf is dependent on factors within the

leaf itself and also those external to it.

Although the process of translocation involves the
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movement oT many molecular species, the most abundant and

most readily translocated in the majority of plants is

sucrose (l ^,27,29,31 f'^O, 42, 44, 62,63 ) . In soybean plants

for example, in addition to sucrose, other compounds such

as serine, glycine, malate, aspartate, asparagine, glutamate

and other compounds may also be translocated under suitable

conditions (12,33).

The process of translocation is often considered in

terms of "source-sink" interactions; the source being

identified as a leaf or storage tissue supplying the trans-

locate, while the sink is identified as the site of utilization

or storage, such as shoot and root meristems, fruit and

flowers (72),

Although the pattern of distribution of recent

photosynthate throughout the plant is complex and controlled

by a number of internal and external factors, normally the

upper leaves of a plant supply assimilates for the shoot apex,

the lower leaves provide assimilates for the roots, whereas

the intermediate leaves may supply assimilates to both the

shoots and roots (43,52). Initially, then, the yoving leaf

translocates assimilates to the adjacent shoot apex, but as

the plant grows and an increasing number of leaves separate

it from the apex, a larger proportion of the assimilates are

translocated to the roots (72),

In addition to the proximity of the source leaf to

the regions of utilization or storage, the pattern of assimilate
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movement is also determined by the demand or "size" of these

sinks. The sink demand is essentially regulated by its rate

of metabolism. Generally, a high rate of metabolism infers

a large sink or great demand for assimilates. An increase

in sink demand may result in a subsequent increase in the

magnitude and rate of assimilate translocation (23»27,^8).

Alteration of the sink demand, caused by seasonal

variation or nutrient depletion, for example, has been cited

as elicitting a coincident change in the pattern of C

distribution (68,7'*). For example, in the spring old needles

of Pinus strobus were shown to be most significant in the

Ikphotoassimilation of CO- and in exporting photosynthate to

the developing new shoots and roots. In June, the new shoots

had replaced the old shoot as the major site of photo-

assimilation of the plant and also as the major exporter of

assimilates, particularly to the roots. Translocation to the

roots reached a maximum through the months of August,

September and October (68).

Mineral depletion was shown to alter the pattern of

distribution in soybean by Winter and Mortimer (7'+)» In this

study, the roots of the plants were placed into pots contain-

ing demineralized water for up to 10 days. After this period,

14xt was found that the magnitude of the C-photoassimilates

exported was not altered compared to controls. However, the

distribution of the translocated C was altered in that the

^kamount of C recovered from the young growing areas had
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14
decreased, whereas the amount of C recovered from the

stem and roots had increased.

Sink demand may also be changed by growth hormones

such as auxins, for a number of studies have shown that the

application of lndole-3-acetlc acid (IAA) stimulated the

translocation of C towards the site of auxin application

(23,27,33,3^,41,^^8). Latour, for example, found that IAA

(5 ppm and 20 ppm) applied to the cut stems of soybeans

after excision of the apices, altered the pattern of dlstrl-

14butlon of C-photosynthate so that with an increase of the

exogenously applied IAA, a subsequent Increase in the amount

of C trajislocated to the apex was obseiwed (.33;.

Very few investigations have studied the responses

of the process of translocation to ionizing radiations. In

one such study by Urslno, the effects of internal beta

radiation on photoassijnilate distribution in 3-year old
were

Pinus strobus imm Investigated (69). Initially plants were

offered 35, 110, 220 or 400 microcuries {)iC±) of C0_ and

approximately 2.5 months later the plants were analyzed. The

resulting data suggested that at all doses of the internal

14beta radiation, the pattern of distribution of C was

similar, in that 65% of the total C recovered was in the

new needles and 13^ in the roots. It is possible that the

nature of damage of caused by internal, as compared to

external radiations, is quite different. As well, the in-

14corporated C were providing a chronic source of ionizing

radiation.
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In an investigation by Webb and Hodgson (73)» the

irradiation of shoot apices of young Phaseolus vulgaris

plants with 10 and 100 krads of external beta radiation

32reduced the amount of P, initially assimilated in the leaf,

recovered from the terminal region of the shoot by 97^ and 98^

respectively. Plants exposed to 0.1 and 1 krad showed a

32pattern of P distribution statistically similar to that of

the control plants. In another experiment in this same

study, a group of plants received 10 ul of a 5 ppm

naphthaleneacetic acid (NAA) solution, applied to the apical

meristem, immediately after and 19 hours following irradition.

Twenty-one hours following irradiation, the fully expanded

primary leaf was offered COp, and the experiment was

terminated 3 hours later. The data suggested that the

/ \ 1

4

radiation (9,900 R) reduced the quantity of C exported to

the apex by approximately 75^» and that this reduction could

be almost completely reversed by the application of the 5 ppm

solution of NAA,

The final study encountered in the literature which

deals with the radiation-induced responses of the process of

translocation, was conducted by Roy and Clark (45), In this

14study only the quantity of C-photoassimilate exported to

the roots h days following an exposure to 250 R of X-radiation

was determined, A reduction of 70^ was observed after the

fourth day post irradiation.
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Although studies have focussed on the effects of

ionizing radiation on growth or photosynthesis, or to a

lesser extent on translocation, it was the intent of this

preliminary study to select plant material frequently used

in studies of photosynthesis and translocation and to identify

ajiy inter-relationships which might exist between the process

of C0_ assimilation and the process of translocation of the

resulting C-photosynthate, following acute exposures to

gamma radiation.
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MATERIALS

All research material used in this study were

soybean plants ( Glycine max . cultivar Harosoy •63)» germinated

from seeds obtained from Stokes Seeds Limited, St. Catharines

and the United States Registered Soybean Laboratory, Urbana,

Illinois.

Daily, three seeds were planted at a depth of

approximately 0,5 inches in "Terra-Lite" horticultural grade

vermiculite contained in 4-inch diameter plastic pots. The

pots were then watered and retained in the greenhouse. The

photoperiod in the greenhouse was ^k hours of light and

10 hours of darkness. The light source was natural sunlight,

augmented by a row of Sylvania "cool white" fluorescent

bulbs. The fluorescent bulbs supplied 700 foot-candles of

light intensity, metered at the top of the pots. The total

light intensity varied, however, depending upon the avail-

ability of natural sunlight. The approximate day temperature

was 30 C and the approximate night temperature 23 C,

When the seedlings were approximately 3-5 cm in

height, measured from the level of the vermiculite to the

stem apex, the two least-developed seedlings in each pot were

discarded. The three pots, now containing one seedling each,

were then transferred to a growth chamber where they were

maintained lontil required for experimental purposes.
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The growth chamber (Colmat Environmental Systems and

Controls, Model CEL255-6) was maintained at 27 C during a

1 6-hour light period and 22 C during an 8-hour dark period.

The light period commenced at 6 a.m. and terminated at 10 p.m.

Lighting of 700 foot-candles intensity, measured at the height

of the first mature trifoliate leaf, was provided by a

combination of incandescent and fluorescent lamps. Each

morning, the plants were either watered or fertilized with

the mineral nutrient solution, Plant-Prod 20-20-20. Soybean

plants used in the growth and stomata experiments were grown

entirely in the greenhouse until suitable for experimental use.

Plants were selected for experimental purposes when

the length of the first trifoliate leaf was approximately

twice the length of the second trifoliate leaf (3^). Normally,

the first leaf was 8.9 - 0.6 cm long and the second leaf

^.5 - 0.4 cm. The lengths of the trifolaite leaves were

measured from the node to the tip of the central leaflet. At

this stage of development, the plants were 18-21 days old.

For the purpose of this thesis, the mature trifoliate leaf

is identified as the first trifoliate leaf from the stem base.

A diagrammatic representation of a soybean plant at this stage

of development is shown in Figure 3«
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METHODS

The methods involved in the investigations presented

in this thesis consisted basically of five kinds:

I, Radiation Procedures

II, Determination of the Rates of Apparent
Photosynthesis and Dark Respiration

III, Measurement of Stomatal Apertures

IV, Determination of the Magnitude and Pattern
of Translocation of Photoassimilated '^C02.

V, Measurement of Shoot Elongation and Leaf
Expansion,

I, Radiation Procedures .

The source of ionizing radiation utilized for all

the irradiation experiments was the Gammacell 220, a cobalt 60

( Co) irradiation unit manufactured by Atomic Energy of

Canada Limited, The unit, designed for use in an unshielded

room, basically consists of an annular-shaped source which

provides a tiniform gamma field, a lead shield around the

source and a long, electrically-powered drawer which moves

through the centre of the source. The fixed source consists

of Co plugs encased in stainless steel pencils which form

a ring-shaped "squirrel cage" type source. The ring-shaped

cage is approximately 8 inches in diameter and 8 inches in

height. The cobalt 60 source, initially of 2,430 curies.
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was supplied in December 19^0, A cross-section of the

irradiation unit with the drawer in the loading position is

shown in Figure 1

,

The movable drawer, initiated by push-button control,

carries the material to be irradiated from outside the lead

shield to the source. The time required for the drawer to

move from the loading position to the irradiating position is

7 seconds and the duration of exposures was measured by a

manually operated stop-watch which was started when the drawer

had reached the irradiating position. The "up" button was

engaged after the required time of exposure had expired.

Laboratory air was continuously pumped through the irradiation

chajnber in the drawer at a flow rate of 7.5 litres per minute.

Calibration of the Gammacell was obtained by the

Fricke chemical dosimetry method, based on the oxidation of

ferrous ion to ferric ion (Appendix l). The chemical composi-

tion of the Fricke dosimeter and calibration of the irradiation

unit are detailed in Appendix 1 . Although the dose rate

delivered by the Gammacell necessarily declines with time,

the average dose rate delivered during the time these

experiments were performed was 750.5 - 58 rads per minute.

In this thesis, plants referred to as non-irradiated

or control are those which were retained in the loading

position in the closed drawer for the required period of

time. Irradiated or experimental plants are those which

were placed into the drawer and lowered into the annular source

for the required period of exposure to the ionizing radiation.
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Cobalt 60
source assembly

<r drawer

Hinged Lead Collar
Swings Clear of Irradiatior
Chamber

Irradiation

Inner Head Plug

FIGURE 1: Crossection of the Gamraacell 220 Unit*

*Diagram from the Instruction Manual of the Garomacell 220 Unit.
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II, Determination of the Rates of Apparent
Photosynthesis and Dark Respiration .

One hour prior to the determination of apparent

photosynthesis and dark respiration rates, the plant was

removed from the growth chamber and placed in the illumination

chamber under a light intensity of 1 600 foot-candles

(8,9x10 ergs/cm /sec) measured at the height of the mature

trifoliate leaf. The light was supplied by a combination of

fluorescent ajid photoflood incandescent bulbs and was filtered

through a flowing water shield of U.5 cm in depth.

After the 1 hour illumination period, the mature

trifoliate leaf of the plant was isolated in a rectangular

plexiglass chamber which was then connected in series to an

infrared gas analyzer (IRGA), an electric pump, a gas flow-

meter, a Geiger Mueller tube connected to a ratemeter and a

14glass reaction vessel for the production of C0_, The com-

ponents of this system were connected with "Tygon" tubing

fitted with IO/3O Pyrex ground-glass joints and sealed with

Dow-Corning high vacuum grease. The IRGA and the Geiger-

Mueller tube were connected to Perkin-Elmer recorders. The

components of this closed system are shown diagrammatically

in Figure 2, The total voltime of the system was 510 ml and

the gases in the system were circulated at a rate of 4 l/min.

Prior to the determination of the rates of the CO--

gas exchange processes, the IRGA was calibrated using

analyzed gases obtained from the Linde Corporation. The
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Figure 2: Diagrammatic representation of the closed^ system illustrating
the apparatus used for the generation of C0_ and
subsequent photoassimilatlon by a mature leaf.
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Infrared Gas Analyzer (IRGA)-Beckman Model 215A
Sample Cell
Reference Cell
Ratemeter-Nuclear-Chicago Model 8731
Ratemeter Chart Recorder-Perkin-Elmer Coleman 165
Geiger-Muller tube
Vessel for the production of radioactive carbon dioxide (
IRGA Chart Recorder-Perkin-Elmer Coleman 165
Pump (3000 RPM) -Universal Electric Co,
N Reference gas-carbon dioxide free
FIowmeter-Matheson
Leaf Chamber
Water Shield
Illumination Chamber
Light Source
'Tygon' tubing

14
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procedures for calibrating the IRGA are given Appendix 2,

Once the mature trifoliate leaf was isolated in the

plexiglass chamber and the chamber connected to the other

components of the system, laboratory air was pumped through

the system for 5 minutes. After this period, the system was

closed and the rate of apparent photosynthesis at 21^ oxygen

was determined from measuring the time required for the plant

to reduce the COp concentration in the system from 36O ppm to

260 ppm. A ssimple calculation is detailed in Appendix 3.

To obtain the rate of apparent photosynthesis at

1.5^ oxygen, a gas containing 36O ppm CO- in 1.5^ 0-, with a

balance of nitrogen was flushed through the system for k

minutes. The system was then immediately closed and the

rate of apparent photosynthesis at this oxygen concentration

was detennined as described above.

The plant was allowed to deplete the COp in the system

until a concentration of approximately 80 ppm {p.l/l) was

obtained, after which the plexiglass chamber was covered

with a black cloth and the rate of C0_ evolution (dark

respiration) was then determined over the C0_ concentration

range of 260 ppm to 36O ppm.

Following the determination of the photosynthetic

euid dark respiratory rates, the plant was placed in the

Gammacell tinit and either retained without irradiation

(control) or lowered into the radiation area (experimental)

for the required period of exposure. After this period in
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the Ganunacell, the plant was returned to the illumination

chamber and maintained under the same light conditions as

before. At the required time following irradiation, rates

of apparent photosynthesis and dark respiration were again

determined as described previously. Immediately following

the determination of these rates, the mature trifoliate leaf

was removed from the chamber, excised and its fresh weight

determined,

III, Measurement of Stomatal Apertures ,

Following the required period of exposure to ionizing

radiation, the lamina of a leaf was torn and portions of the

lower epidermis were exposed. A small section of this leaf

tissue was then placed on a microscope slide with a drop of

water and covered with a cover slip. The leaf epidermis

including the stomata were then examined at ^OOx and 1 OOOx

on a ¥ild Ml 1-55285 microscope equipped with an ocular micro-

meter. The total niomber of open and closed stomata of 10-15

fields per sample were recorded and the widths of stomatal

apertures were determined using the ocular micrometer scale

and stage-calibrated micrometer.

Photomicrographs were taken with a Leitz Orthoplan

microscope. The photomicrographs were taken on Tri-X 35 mm

film at 128x and 320x using a Leitz Orthomat 35 mm automatic

camera with an incandescent light source.
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IV. Determination of the Magnitude and Pattern
of Translocation of Photoassimilated 1 ^C02»

After a plant had been retained in the Gammacell for

the required period of time, the plant was watered and

placed in the illumination chamber under a light intensity

of 1600 foot-candles metered at the level of the mature

trifoliate leaf. The mature trifoliate leaf was then

isolated in the plexiglass chamber and connected to the

system as described in Section III of the Methods. Laboratoiry

air was then pumped through the system at a rate of k l/min,

for one hour. After this time, the system was closed and

immediately 1 ml of 8M lactic acid was introduced with a

hypodermic syringe through a disposable rubber cap into a

50 ul solution of sodium C-carbonate contained in the glass

/ V 1

4

reaction vessel. The 50 ;li1 aliquot (20-25 pCi ) of C-

carbonate solution was obtained from a stock solution of

14sodxum C-carbonate manufactured by Amersham-Searle Limited

(specific activity 59 mCi/m mole, code CFD2 and batch 155).

14The level of C radioactivity in the system was monitored

by the Geiger-Mueller tube. The plant was allowed to photo-

14assimilate the COp for 15 minutes after which time the

system was opened.

14One hour after the initial evolution of CO^ into

the system, the plant was removed from the chamber and

immediately sectioned with a razor blade into the following

parts:
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1

,

the apex and stem above the node of the fed
trifoliate leaf

2, the developing trifoliate leaf

3, the "fed" trifoliate leaf, including the
portion of the petiole inside the plexiglass
chamber

k, the remainder of the petiole of the fed leaf

5. the stem below the node of the fed trifoliate
leaf including the primary leaves and the
cotyledons

6, the roots.

The above sections are diagrammatically represented in

Figure 3.

These sections were then immediately and separately

immersed in hot 80^ ethanol in water (v/v) for 20 minutes*

Following the extraction, the 80^ ethanol solutions were

cooled, filtered through Whatman's no, k filter paper auid

the volumes of the filtrates determined. The total activity

of C in each filtrate was calculated after 250 ul aliquots

were counted in a Packard Tri-Carb Liquid Scintillation

Spectrometer (Model 3310), Preliminary experiments showed

that only one alcohol extraction was required for the extrac-

^ 14
tion of 997> of the C activity. All values were corrected

for background. The scintillation fluid consisted of dioxane

(833 ml), ethylene glycol monoethyl ether (167 ml), naptha-

lene (50 ml), 2,5-diphenyoloxazole (4 gm), 1-4-bis 2-

(5 phenyloxazolyl) benzene (IOO mg)

,

The ethanol-insoluble material was allowed to air-dry

for at least 2k hours at room temperature, after which time
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its activity was determined using the wet-combustion method

described by Ursino (66),

In the experiments which involved substitution of

the stem apex with either deionized water or an aqueous

solution of 20 ppm lAA, the excision of the apical 1.75 cm

of the stem occurred immediately after the irradiation. The

stem apex was excised with a razor blade and was replaced

with a 2 cm long piece of rubber tubing, the lower edge of

which was sealed against the plant stem with vaseline. Either

75 ^1 of deionized water or 75 >il of a 20 ppm lAA solution

was then introduced into the tubing with a hypodermic syringe.

The lAA was purchased from the Sigma Chemical Company. It

was retained at 4 C and fresh solutions were prepared every

5 days

.

V, Measurement of Shoot Elongation and Leaf Expansion .

Complementary to the above studies were those

involving the measurement of shoot heights, and leaf lengths

and the observation of the number of new leaves formed

following irradiation.

Plants used for this study were grown entirely in

the greenhouse until the required ratio of trifoliate leaf

lengths was obtained as detailed in the methods section.

Three groups of 5 plants each were then irradiated in the

Gammacell, each group being exposed to different doses of

radiation. Immediately following the irradiation, the plants
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vere returned to the greenhouse and maintained as before,

A fourth group of 5 plants, a control group, was maintained

in the Gammacell for 5 minutes without exposure to ionizing

radiation. The lengths of shoots and trifoliate leaves were

measured at regular intervals of time following irradiation

(Appendix 5). The lengths of the shoots were measured from

the point where the first root emerged to the tip of the apex.

The lengths of the trifoliate leaves were measured from the

node to the tip of the central leaflet.

Statistical Analysis ,

The statistical test used to identify significant

differences between the data expressed as per cents was the

Mann Whitney U test. This nonparametric test is based on a

comparison of the raJiked svim of the data of the two populations

concerned.

Statistical significance of the data presented in

this thesis was determined at the 5^ level of significance,

A sample calculation of the method of statistical analysis

used is given in Appendix h.
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RESULTS

The results presented in this thesis were obtained

from experiments designed primarily to investigate the

effect of ionizing radiation on the magnitude and pattern

of translocation of photoassimilated CO^. Initially,

however, experiments were conducted to investigate the effects

of ionizing radiation on plant growth and on the rates of

photosynthesis and respiration,

I, Shoot Elongation ajid Leaf Expansion ,

Change in shoot lengths with time following

irradiation are shown for the three populations of irradiated

plants, as well as for non-irradiated plants, in Figure 4,

The non-irradiated plants exhibited a continuous increase in

shoot length, showing a cumulative increase in shoot length

of 3»9 cm during the 10-day period. The population of plants

exposed to 750 rads showed a cumulative increase in shoot

length which was significantly less than that of the non-

irradiated group. By the end of the 10-day period, these

irradiated plants had increased in shoot length by only

2.3 cm.

The cumulative increase in shoot height was signi-

ficantly less for the plants exposed to 3,750 rads than for

the above two groups of plants. The differences were
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Figure hi Cximulative increase in shoot height of
soybean plants exposed to varying doses
of gamma radiation.

• Rads

O 750 Rads

X 3,750 Rads

A 11 ,250 Rads

The brackets indicate the standard errors,
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apparent even one day following irradiation. By the ninth

day, the shoot lengths of this group had ceased to increase.

The plants which received 11,250 rads of ionizing radiation

showed an Increase in cumulative shoot length of only 0.25 cm

and failed to exhibit any increase in shoot length after the

third day post irradiation. The apices of two of the five

plants exposed to 11,250 rads becaune increasingly dry and

brittle and had become partially severed from their stems by

the tenth day following irradiation.

The change in lengths of the trifoliate leaves at

various days following irradiation is shown in Figure 5 for

the three groups of irradiated plajits, as well as for the non-

irradiated plants. The first trifoliate leaf of the non-

irradiated population of plajtits continued to expand for seven

days achieving an increase in length of 1.4 cm. The cvunula-

tive increase in length of the first trifoliate leaves was

not significantly different in the plants exposed to 750 rads.

By the seventh day the cumulative increase in leaf length was

1.1 cm and like the non-irradiated plants it did not increase

during the remainder of the 10-day period. The first tri-

foliate leaves of the plant populations exposed to 3,750 and

11,250 expanded only 0.7 and 0.4 cm respectively, a signi-

ficauit difference compared to the non-irradiated plants.

The younger, second trifoliate leaves, which were

approximately 4,2 cm at the time of irradiation were still

expanding at the end of the 10-day interval in the control
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plants and in the plants exposed to 750 rads (Figure 5).

During this period, the second trifoliate leaves of these

two populations had expanded by 5.6 and k,9 cm respectively.

The second trifoliate leaves of plants exposed to 3,750 and

11,250 rads expanded only 3,7 and 2.2 cm respectively, over

the same interval.

Emergence of the third trifoliate leaves occurred by

the fourth day in non-irradiated plants and by the sixth day

in plants exposed to 750 rads (Figure 5). At the end of the

10-day period post irradiation, the third trifoliate leaves

of both non-irradiated plants and those exposed to 750 rads

had attained the same cumulative increase in leaf length of

3,5 cm. No third trifoliate leaves emerged during the 10-day

interval in plants exposed to either 3»750 or 11,250 rads.

Fourth trifoliate leaves emerged only in two of the control

plants by the ninth day following irradiation.

Six days post irradiation, it was observed that plants

exposed to 3»750 ajid 11,250 rads exhibited some chlorosis

along the edges of the primary leaves. This chlorotic

condition increased and by the tenth day involved most of the

trifoliate leaves. The edges of these leaves had become in-

creasingly curled and chlorotic. Some axillary bud development

was noted on the ninth day post irradiation in control plants

£ind those exposed to 750 rads.

Photographs were taken of a representative plant from

each population on alternate days following irradiation.
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Figure 5: Cvunulative increase in leaf length of
soybean plants following exposure to varying
doses of gamma radiation.

I. First Trifoliate Leaf

• Rads
O 750 Rads
X 3,750 Rads
/\ 1 1 ,250 Rads

II. Second Trifoliate Leaf

• Rads
O 750 Rads
X 3,750 Rads
£^ 1 1 ,250 Rads

III. Third and Fourth Trifoliate Leaves

• third trifoliate leaf Rads
O third trifoliate leaf 750 Rads
A fourth trifoliate leaf Rads

The brackets indicate the standard errors.
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FIGURE 5.
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Photographs of these plants taken 0, 6 and 10 days following

irradiation are shown in Figure 6, The retardation of

shoot elongation and leaf expansion in plants receiving

the higher doses of ionizing radiation is particularly

evident,

II. Rates of Apparent Photosynthesis and Dark Respiration .

Rates of apparent photosynthesis and dark respiration

were determined prior to the exposure of a whole plant to

either 3,750, 11,250 or 22,500 rads of ionizing radiation

and again either 2 or 3 hours following irradiation. For a

fourth group of plants, the controls or non-irradiated plants,

rates were determined prior to and 3 hours following a 30

minute period in the raised drawer of the Gammacell.

Rates of photosynthesis and respiration for the non-

irradiated pleuits are shown in Table 1 and for the irradiated

plants in Tables 2, 3, 4. To facilitate examination of these

data, a summary is presented in Table 5.

As seen in Table 5, the initial rates of the non-

irradiated plants and the pre-irradiation rates of plants

exposed to 22,500 rads are lower than the pre-irradiation

rates of plants exposed to either 3,750 or 11,250 rads.

This difference may be attributed to a difference in seed

batches. The seeds of the non-irradiated plants and those

of the plants exposed to 22,500 rads were obtained from

Stokes Seeds, St, Catharines, Ontario, whereas seeds used
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Figure 6, Growth development of non-irradiated plants
and plants exposed to an acute dose of gamma
radiation

s;.-^

A* B* C« D*

i. Immediately following
removal from Gammacell

ii. Six days following
removal from Gammacell

iii. Ten days following
removal from Gammacell

Plants A, B, C, D, were exposed to rads, 750 rads, 3,750 rads,
and 11,250 rads, respectively.
Distance between lines represents 1 cm.
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in the other photosynthesis experiments, as well as all the

growth ajid translocation experiments, were obtained from

United States Registered Soybean Laboratory, Urbana,

Illinois,

From the data summarized in Table 5, it is observed

that for the non-irradiated plants, the apparent photo-

synthetic (apS) rate at 21^ oxygen after the 3 hour interval

was the same as the initial rate, whereas the rate at 1.5^

oxygen was significantly higher after the 3 hour interval

than the initial rate at ^ ,5% . The rate of dark respiration

had not changed over the same period of time.

Two hours following irradiation the plants exposed

to 3,750 rads and 11,250 rads exhibited APS rates at both

21^ and 1,5^ oxygen which were approximately 85^ of their

respective pre-irradiation rates. The dark respiratory rates

of these two groups of plants after irradiation were

statistically similar to the pre-irradiation rates.

Plants exposed to 22,500 rads, showed the rates of

APS at 21^ which were 37^ less three hours after irradiation

and the APS rate at 1,5^ was 20^ lower than the pre-irradiation

rate. The mean rate of dark respiration of this group of

plants was approximately 30^ higher three hours following

irradiation than the pre-irradiation rate.

As observed in all the plant populations, the APS

rates at 1,5^ were always higher than the corresponding rates

at 21^ (Tables 1 - 5). The extent of reduction of the APS
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rate at 1,5^ oxygen by the presence of 21^ oxygen has been

determined both before suid after irradiation and the results

of these calculations are sununarized and presented in

Table 6. The extent of reduction of the rates of apparent

photosynthesis at 1,5^ Op by 21^ 0- was statistically similar

at the 5^ level of significance in both the control plants

and plants exposed to either 3»750 or 11,250 rads. In

contrast, 3 hours following exposure of plants to 22,500 rads,

the extent of the reduction of the rates of photosynthesis by

21^ oxygen was significantly higher. Particularly evident,

however, was the large variability of the individual data

in Table 6.

The rates of apparent photosynthesis and dark

respiration in a soybean leaf before and 2 hours after the

substitution of the shoot apex with either a 20 ppm lAA

solution or deionized water were also detennined. The

results of these experiments are presented in Table 7.

These data show that the rates of apparent photosynthesis

at both 21^ and 1,5^ oxygen of the lAA-substituted plants

were similar to their respective rates prior to apical sub-

stitution. The same observation was evident in plants whose

apices were excised and substituted with deionized water.

The rates of dark respiration following apical substitution

with deionized water were statistically similar to the rates

determined prior to the substitution. In contrast, the

rates of dark respiration of plants whose apices had been
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substituted with 20 ppm lAA were approximately 43^ higher

than the pre-substitution rates.

The per cent of open stomata and also the widths of

open stomata for non-irradiated plants and for plants 2 hours

following an exposure to 11,250 rads of ionizing radiation

were determined and this data is presented in Tables 8 and 9.

From Table 8 it is evident that the per cent of open stomata

2 hours following irradiation was the same as the per cent

of open stomata in non-irradiated plants. Additional experi-

ments also gave similar data for plants irradiated with

3»750 or 22,500 rads smd examined 2 hours post irradiation.

These data are not presented in the thesis because of the

small sample sizes of these irradiated plants. Photographs

of epidermal tissues showing stomata before ajid 2 hours

following irradiation are shown in Figure 7»

Table 9 shows that the widths of stomatal apertures

of non-irradiated plants and of plants 2 hours following an

exposure to 11,250 rads of ionizing radiation were the sajne;

approximately 2,3 microns.

III, Magnitude and Pattern of Translocation
of Photoassimilated 1 '*C02»

One hour after irradiation, an analysis of trans-

location was obtained by permitting the mature trifoliate

leaf of a plant to photoassimilate CO- for 15 minutes.

After an additional 45 minute period, the plant was sectioned
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Table 8, Percent of Open Stomata in Non-Irradiated
Soybean Plants and in Soybean Plants
2 Hours Following an Exposure to 11,250 Rads
of Ganuna Radiation.

Non-Irradiated
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Table 9. Widths of Stomatal Apertures in Non-Irradiated
Soybeans and in Soybeans 2 Hours Following £in

Exposure to 11,250 Rads of Gamma Radiation.

Non-
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Figure 7t Photographs of stomata of non-irradiated
soybean plants and Irradiated soybean plants
2 hours following an exposure to 11,250 rads

*^ of gamma radiation.

-O^

\-

) Epi -lermal 3e«-\:ion of a
no. .-irradiate:' Itaf
maintained un er
1600 ft.-c.

ii, Epider..ial section of an
irradiated leaf maintained
under 1 600 ft.-c.

iii. Epidermal section of a
non-irradiated leaf
maintained in -he dark
for 30 min.

Magnification is 640x.
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14 ^and the distribution of C radioactivity in the 80% ethanol-

soluble fraction of each section was determined.

A, The Magnitude and Pattern of Translocation
in Intact Plants.

In the first series of experiments, the magnitude

and distribution of C in non-irradiated and irradiated

plants were determined 1 hour after the photoassimilation of

COp. The primary data showing the absolute amounts of

radioactivity recovered from the various plant sections is

shown in Appendix 6A and the per cents of C-radioactivity

recovered from the 80% ethanol-soluble fraction in each plant

section is shown in Table 10. To facilitate the analysis of

the data, a summary is provided in Table 11,

In the non-irradiated plants approximately 18% of the

14total C recovered from the plants was located outside the

source or fed leaf. Of this translocated C, about 7% was

present in the petiole outside the assimilation chamber,

28% was recovered from the portion of the plant above the

node of the fed leaf, 38% was recovered from the stem below

the node of the fed leaf and about 28% was recovered from the

roots.

In the plants exposed to 3,750 rads, only about 6% of

14
the total C was exported out of the source leaf. Of this

translocated C, approximately 11% was recovered from the

petiole outside the assimilation chamber, only about 20% was

recovered above the node of the source leaf, about 45% was
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recovered in the stem below the node of the source leaf and

approximately 26% was recovered from the roots. The per cent

of the translocated C recovered from the roots of the plants

exposed to 3»750 rads was statistically equivalent to the

respective per cent in the non-irradiated plants.

The plants exposed to 11,250 rads showed a magnitude

of export of C-photoassimilates out of the source leaf

which was statistically similar to that observed in the plants

exposed to 3,750 rads (Table 1l), P^irthermore , with the ex-

ception of a significantly lower per cent of translocated C

recovered above the node of the source leaf in plants exposed

Ikto 11,250 rads, the pattern of distribution of C was also

similar in these populations of irradiated plants.

B, The Magnitude and Pattern of Translocation in Plants
whose Stem Apex was Excised and Substituted with
Deionized Vater.

The primary data showing the absolute amovints of

radioactivity recovered from the plant sections is given

xn Appendix oB and the per cents of C-radioactivity

recovered from the various plajit sections are shown in

Table 12. A summary of the per cents of the radioactivity

recovered from the various plant sections of plants exposed

to 3f750 rads, whose apices were substituted with deionized

water, is presented in Table 13. Non-irradiated plants whose

apices were also excised and substituted with deionized water

serves as controls for the above irradiated plants.
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From Table 13 it can be seen that in the non-

irradiated plants whose apices were substituted with water,

. l4approximately 18% of the total C recovered was translocated

out of the fed or source leaf. Of this translocated C

about 8% was recovered from the petiole outside the chamber,

about 17^ was recovered from the node of the source leaf,

about k5% was recovered from the stem below the node of the

fed leaf and about 29^ was recovered from the roots.

In those plants which were irradiated and then treated

with water, only approximately 8% of the total C recovered

was translocated, a value which was significantly lower than

in the water-substituted, non-irradiated plants. However,

14the per cents of translocated C recovered in the various

sections of the plant outside the source leaf were statis-

tically similar in both groups of plants.

C, The Magnitude and Pattern of Translocation in
Plants whose Stem Apex was Excised and Substituted
with 20 ppm lAA,

The absolute amounts of radioactivity recovered from

the various plant sections are shown in Appendix 6C, The per

cents of radioactivity recovered in each section are given in

Table 14 and a siumnary of these data is shown in Table 15,

As seen in Table 15, the non-irradiated plemts, in which the

apex was excised and substituted with 20 ppm lAA, exported

approximately 18% of the total C recovered. Approximately
^ > 1 L^

6% of the tremslocated C was recovered from the petiole.
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about 27/^ was recovered above the node, about k^% was

recovered below the node and approximately 26^ from the

roots.

Plants exposed to 3»750 rads whose stem apex was

substituted with 20 ppm lAA, exported an amount of C-

photoassimilate out of the source leaf which was significantly

lower than the corresponding value observed in the non-

14irradiated, lAA-substituted plants. The patterns of C-

distribution in these two plant populations were statistically

similar.

The data presented in Tables 10 - 15 are svumnarized

in Table l6.
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SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS

I. Shoot Elongation and Leaf Expansion .

1 , The cumulative increase in shoot elongation was

decreased in plants exposed to ionizing radiation. The

extent of growth reduction increased with increasing

exposures.

Similarly, as the exposure to ionizing radiation

increased, the ctunulative increase in leaf length decreased.

O Initiation of the third trifoliate leaf was delayed

in the plants exposed to 750 rads of ionizing radiation.

Plants exposed to 3»750 or 11,250 rads did not initiate

development of third or fourth trifoliate leaves within the

10-day period following irradiation,

II, Rates of Apparent Photosynthesis
and Dark Respiration .

1. Rates of apparent photosynthesis at both 21^ and 1.5^

oxygen two hours following exposure to either 3f750 or

11,250 rads were approximately 85^ of the respective pre-

irradiation rates,

2, In plants exposed to 22,500 rads and analyzed 3 hours

post irradiation, the rates of apparent photosynthesis were

63% that of the pre-irradiation rates at 21^ oxygen, whereas
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at 1,5^ oxygen the post-irradiation rates were approximately

80^ that of the pre-irradiation rates.

3. Dark respiration rates following irradiation were

significantly increased only in the plants which received

22,500 rads.

k. In non-irradiated plants whose stem apices had been

excised and substituted with either deionized water or 20 ppm

lAA, rates of apparent photosynthesis 2 hours following

apical substitution were similar to the pre-substitution rates.

The rates of dark respiration were not affected by apical

substitution with water, however, apical substitution with

20 ppm lAA resulted in a 43^ increase of the post-substitution

rates compared to the pre-substitution rates.

III. Magnitude and Pattern of Translocation
of Photoassimilated '•'+CO2.

A, Magnitude and Pattern of Translocation in Intact Plants.

1

.

Plants exposed to ionizing radiation had translocated

approxxmately 7,0^ of the recovered C in comparison to

18, U^ for the non-irradiated plants.

2. Of the translocated C, approximately 12^ was

recovered from the petiole outside the chamber in the ir-

radiated plants compared to 6,51(> for the non-irradiated

plants.

3. Only 19.6^ and l6.9^ of the translocated C was

recovered above the node of the fed leaf in the plants exposed
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to 3,750 rads and 11,250 rads, respectively, whereas 27,9^

was exported above the node in non-irradiated plants.

Ik
k. The per cents of the translocated C recovered in

the stem below the node of the fed leaves were statistically

similar in both populations of irradiated plants. These per

cent values were, however, significantly higher than the

corresponding value observed in the non-irradiated plants.

14
5. The per cent of the translocated C recovered from

the roots was the same in both non-irradiated and irradiated

plants.

B. Magnitude and Pattern of Translocation in Plants
Whose Stem Apex was Excised and Substituted with
Either Deionized Water or 20 ppm lAA,

1. The water-substituted, irradiated plants translocated

. l4only approximately 8% of the total C recovered, whereas the

water-substituted, non-irradiated plants translocated about

18%. The pattern of distribution of C, however, was

statistically similar in these two groups of plants.

2. In the lAA-substituted, irradiated plants, the per

^k
cent of the total C recovered which was translocated was

significantly lower than in the lAA-substituted, non-irradiated

plants. The above two populations of plants exhibited similar

^kpatterns of C-photoassimilate distribution.
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DISCUSSION

Although many studies have examined the effects of

ionizing radiation on mature leaves or on shoot and root

meristems, few studies have attempted to relate changes in

these source-sink regions to changes in the translocation

process. In the present investigation, which Was an attempt

to identify such a relationship, soybean was selected as the

experimental material. This species was selected because of

its agricultvural importance and because it has been used

extensively in physiological studies on growth and trans-

location (12, 28, 33, ^3,^+^,7^, 75). Furthermore, Sparrow has

reported that of 89 economically-important plants examined,

soybean was shown to exhibit intermediate radiosensitivity

using yield reduction as the criterion for determining radio-

sensitivity (59). For example, a 50^ yield reduction was

observed in soybeans following an exposure to approximately

10 kR of gamma radiation. In contrast, a 50^ yield reduction

was observed after exposure to less than 1 kR in broadbean

plants and only following exposure to more than 2k kR in rape

plants.

In assessing a response to ionizing radiation at the

source component of translocation, that is, the site where

carbon dioxide is assimilated into organic molecules, which
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may eventually be exported to other parts of the plant, two

gas exchange processes in the mature trifoliate leaf were

examined; namely photosynthesis and dark respiration. Rates

of these processes were measured both before and after

irradiation. From the data presented in the results section

(Tables 1-5), it is apparent that gamma radiation did have a

detrimental effect on photosynthesis as evidenced by changes

in the rates of apparent photosynthesis determined at the

normal environmental oxygen concentration of 21^, In contrast

to the non-irradiated plants in which the initial and final

rates of apparent photosynthesis were statistically similar,

the rates of apparent photosynthesis of plants 2 hours follow-

ing an exposure to 3,750 rads were reduced to approximately

85% of the pre-irradiation rates (Table 5),

Since the present study was initiated, McCabe (37)

has also shown a similar magnitude of reduction of apparent

photosynthesis in soybean following an exposure to 3,750 rads

of gamma radiation. Furthermore, he reported that the reduc-

tion of apparent photosynthesis at 2^% oxygen was evident not

only after h hours, but was also observed after only 5 minutes,

suggesting an early response of the photosynthetic apparatus

to ionizing radiation.

Unlike the reduction in apparent photosynthesis in

bean plants 7 days following irradiation, which was attributed

to changes in stomatal aperture by Roy and Clark (51 ), the

data presented in Tables 8 and 9, suggest that the depression
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of apparent photosynthesis observed in the present study

may not be attributed to an alteration of storaatal apertures.

Neither the size of the stomatal apertures nor the per cent

of stomata which were open was affected by the ionizing

radiation. These data were obtained from the microscopic

analysis of epidermal tissue removed from the lower surface

of the leaf blades, Ursino et^ a_l, (70) using the same rubber

silicone imprint technique as did Roy and Clark, did not

observe changes in stomatal apertures of Pinus strobus L,

,

a highly radiosensitive plant, for at least k days following

gamma irradiation.

As stated in the introduction, the rate of apparent

photosynthesis measured at 2^% oxygen is a net photosynthetic

rate. This rate, which consists of the gross COp assimilation

rate, two CO- releasing processes and an 0_ inhibition effect

on photosynthesis, may be described by the following equation:

rate of apparent rate of gross
or net = or potential - -^ ^ . ^

.

i_ J. .-L. T_ 1 _L-. . photorespirationphotosynthesis photosynthesis v " " coi^j.xa»,a.uix

rate of dark
respiration

Furthermore, oxygen reduces the rate of photosynthesis by

the competitive inhibition with CO- for the active site of

the carboxylase enzyme (9),

To examine the ionizing radiation-induced responses

of apparent photosynthesis more closely, apparent photo-

synthetic rates were determined at 1.5/^ oxygen prior to and
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following irradiation. At the low oxygen concentration,

photorespiration (l5) and the competitive inhibition of the

carboxylase enzyme (9) are minimized. Consequently, the

rates of apparent photosynthesis determined at 1.5^ O- are

higher and indeed, in this study, the rates at 1.5^ 0_ were

13^ higher than the rates determined at 21^ oxygen (Table 5),

and approached more closely the gross or potential capacity

for photosynthesis.

The rates of apparent photosynthesis at 1,5^ oxygen

of the mature trifoliate leaves 2 hours following an exposure

to 3»750 rads were reduced to about 85% of the pre-irradiation

rates. Since this value is statistically equivalent to the

reduction in apparent photosynthesis observed at 21^ oxygen

following exposure to the same dosage of radiation, the data

suggest that the radiation-induced depression of apparent

photosynthesis at 21^ oxygen may not be attributed to a

stimulation of photorespiration. This conclusion is in

agreement with both McCabe's study using soybean (37) and

Ursino's investigation using white pine (70),

A recent investigation by D'Aoust and Canvin has

shown that in bean, radish and tobacco, photorespiration and

the oxygen-inhibition effect, which is thought to be a

competitive inhibition of the carboxylase enzyme by oxygen,

contribute about equally to the reduction of the rate of

potential photosynthesis when determined at 21^ oxygen. As

shown in Table 6, the per cent reduction in the rates of
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apparent photosynthesis at 21^ 0^ by oxygen was not signi-

ficantly altered by the exposure of plants to either 3»750

or 11,250 rads. Since the per cent reduction of apparent

photosynthesis at 21^ 0^ by oxygen prior to irradiation is

statistically equivalent to the per cent reduction following

irradiation, the major site of damage is probably not an

oxygen-sensitive site such as the carboxylase enzyme or the

glycolate oxidase enzyme of the photorespiratory pathway (70),

If these sites were affected then one might expect the effect

to be.marked when rates at 1,5^ were measured.

In contrast to the plants exposed to 3,750 rads of

gamma radiation, the apparent photosynthetic rates obtained

3 hours following exposure of plants to 22,500 rads were

reduced 63^ and 80^ of the pre-irradiation rates at 21^ and

1,5^ oxygen, respectively (Table 5). The greater reduction

observed in the apparent photosynthesis in the presence of

21^ oxygen, might suggest an increase in photorespiration at

this higher level of radiation exposure. Furthermore, the

data presented in Table 6 suggest an increase in the reduction

of the rates of gross photosynthesis by 21^ oxygen, 3 hours

following exposure to 22,500 rads. These data may reflect

a change in the binding capacity of the carboxylase enzyme

to favour the increased binding of 0^. In turn, this may

cause an increased amount of the acceptor molecule,

ribulose-1 , 5-diphosphate, to enter the photorespiratory

pathway. If this is the case, it may explain the increase
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in photorespiration in these irradiated plants, as suggested

by the data in Table 5. It should be noted again, that

seeds for this experiment and for the non-irradiated or

control plants were of a different seed batch ( Stokes Seeds,

St, Catharines) than were the seeds used for all other

experiments (U.S. Registered Soybean Laboratory, Urbana,

Illinois), The possibility exists that some difference in

radiosensitivity might have existed between the two seed

batches.

Other studies using high dosages of ionizing

radiation have observed increases in the concentrations of

both the probable substrate (l9) and products (19»77) of

photorespiration following irradiation. For example, Jeschke

et al. (19) observed that k hours after exposure of the alga

Ankistrodesmus braunii to 100 krad of X-radiation, the lowest

14
dose used in their study, that the C-labelling of glycolate,

glycine and serine was enhanced. This observation is

comparable to that of Zill and Tolbert (77), who observed a

significant increase in the glycolate concentration approxi-

mately 10 minutes following a single exposure of wheat

seedlings to 25 krad of gamma radiation. Therefore, using

glycolate, glycine and serine concentrations as indicators

of the rate of photorespiration, the data in both of the

above studies suggest that following exposure to high levels

of ionizing radiation, the photosynthetic metabolism may be

shifted towards the synthesis and utilization of glycolate.
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The plants exposed to 22,500 rads exhibited a

significant 30^ increase in dark respiration which, if

present in the light, may have contributed to the greater

reduction of photosynthesis at this high exposure level

(Table 5). In plants exposed to 3»750 rads, however, the

rates of dark respiration were not significantly affected

and consequently would not contribute to the reduction in

the rates of photosynthesis. In white pines exposed to vary-

ing doses of gamma radiation, dark respiration was shown to

be unaffected for at least 1 day following irradiation. After

this time, however, dark respiration was observed to increase,

the initiation and extent of this increase were dependent

upon the level of exposure (8,70), These observations

further show the differential sensitivity of the chloroplast

and mitochondrion organelles.

The exact site of the radiation-induced damage in the

mature trifoliate source leaf is not identified by the data

presented in this study. Although studies have reported

decreases in photophosphorylation (53), electron transport

(53) and chlorophyll content (21 ) following irradiation or

an increase in the number and size of starch granules (1)

such responses were obseirved at exposure levels much higher

theui those utilized in the present study. Irrespective of

the site or sites of damage, it is clear that in this study

the capacity of the source leaf to assimilate carbon dioxide

was reduced by the levels of ionizing radiation used in this

investigation.
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In any plant, a number of "sink" areas can be

identified, such as the shoot apex, including meristems

and leaf primordia, expanding young leaves and also the

developing roots. It is quite apparent that the levels of

ionizing radiation which significantly reduced the rates of

apparent photosynthesis in the source region also had a

detrimental effect on sink regions. Particularly obvious

effects on sinlc regions were reductions in the rates of stem

elongation and leaf expansion and also the retardation of

the initiation of new leaves. For exsunple, the data in

Figure k also shows that a reduction in the rate of stem

elongation was apparent in the measurements made 2k hours

after the irradiation period. At the end of the 10-day

period following irradiation, the cumulative increase in the

shoot height of plants exposed to 3»750 rads was only about

37^ of the increase observed in the non-irradiated plants.

As seen in Figure 4, the curve representing the cumulative

increase in shoot length of these irradiated plants shows no

increase in shoot length between the ninth and tenth day post

irradiation suggesting possible mortality of the apices by

the end of the 10-day interval. Plants which received only

750 rads exhibited a cumulative increase in shoot length which

was approximately 62% that of the non-irradiated plants and

the plants exposed to 11,250 rads exhibited apical lethality

by at least the third day following irradiation. Similar

sensitivities of the apical stem regions to ionizing radiation
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have been observed and reported in many studies.

Mortality of the apices of soybean plants ( Glycine

max , L, variety Dare), as evidenced by complete cessation

of growth, was observed in about 1 week following a single

exposure to 6 krad of gamma radiation in a study by

Witherspoon and Corney (75) and using Glycine max, L.

variety, Merrill "Kent" Killion e_t al, (32) observed

apical mortality by about 8 and 12 days following exposure

to k and 3.5 kR of gamma radiation, respectively. It has

been suggested that a dominant mechanism by which ionizing

radiation inhibits the apical sink metabolism may be through

a reduction in auxin levels (20,73), particularly through an

inhibition of indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) synthesis (20),

Gordon has shown the biosynthesis of IAA from tryptophan is

very radiosensitive, whereas the synthesized IAA exhibits

great radioresistance (20), Furthermore, Gordon's study

provided evidence which suggested that the enzyme indole-

acetaldehyde dehydrogenase was very radiosensitive and may

be the major site of radiation damage in this biosynthetic

pathway of IAA.

In addition to stem elongation, leaf expansion also

exhibited a high degree of radiosensitivity (Figure 5), with

increasing levels of exposure increasing the extent of re-

duction. Reductions in the rate of leaf expansion following

irradiation have often been reported, particularly in pines

(6,7,^5,56,67),
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The third response of the sink regions observed in

this study was the retardation of leaf initiation in ir-

radiated plants. Leaf initiation was delayed or completely

inhibited in those plants exposed to ionizing radiation, the

response being enhanced by increasing levels of exposure

(Figure 5).

Having established the existence of damage to both

the source and sink components of the translocation process,

radiation-induced changes in the magnitude of translocation

and the pattern of distribution of C-labelled translocates

were monitored 45 minutes following the photoassimilation of

14
COp by the mature trifoliate leaf of the plant. The photo-

14assimilation of C0_ occurred during a 1 5-niinute period

beginning one hour after irradiation. Radioactivity recovered

from any portion of the plant excluding the mature trifoliate

leaf and the portion of its petiole which was included in

the assimilation chamber (the source region), was considered

to have been trajislocated. Consequently, the amount of radio-

activity recovered from the plant material outside the

assimilation chamber expressed as a per cent of the total

radioactivity recovered was used in this study as an index

of the magnitude of translocation.

In the results presented in this thesis, only the

C present in the 80^ ethanol-soluble fraction was assayed,
. Ill

Although about 20% of the C recovered in the source leaf

was in the ethanol-insoluble fraction, this per cent was not
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altered in plants exposed to radiation (Appendix 7).

Furthermore, preliminary experiments showed that k3 minutes

following the photoassimilation of ^^o* stPP^oximately

99% of the C which had been translocated was recovered

from the ethanol-soluble fraction in both non-irradiated

and irradiated plants (Appendix 7). This observation is

in agreement with the results of a study by Clauss e_t al,

(12), in which it was reported that during the first 2 hours

following the photoassimilation of COp by soybean plants,

14
no significant quantity of the exported C recovered was in

the ethanol-insoluble fraction.

Quite clearly exposure of soybean plants to ionizing

radiation reduced the magnitude of photoassimilates trans-

located out of the source leaf. For example, of the total

C recovered in the 80% ethanol-soluble fraction from plajits

analyzed 2 hours following an exposure to 3,750 rads, only

about 6% was recovered from the plant material outside the

source area. This value is significantly lower than the 18%

value obtained from non-irradiated plants (Table 11), The

14reduced per cent of C found external to the source leaf

is not the result of increased respiration since the rate of

this process, at least in the source area, was not affected

by the dosage of radiation used (Table 5).

It is difficult to ascertain whether the reduction

in apparent export of photoassimilated C is due to a

14decrease in availability of C-assimilates, a reduction in
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the availability of energy required for vein-loading, a

reduction in sink demand or a combination of these factors.

The observed reduction in the magnitude of translocation is

probably not due to an increased storage of the C-

photoassimilates into immobile starch pools in the leaf

blades since the gamma radiation did not alter the amount of

C recovered from the 80^ ethanol-insoluble fraction

(Appendix j). Other studies have shown increases in the

number and size of starch granules following irradiation,

however, such studies generally employed much larger doses

of ionizing radiation than the dosages used in this study and,

furthermore, the increase in number and size of starch

granules was not observed until approximately 7-24 hours post

irradiation (l,3). The decrease in the magnitude of trans-

location exhibited by the irradiated plants might, in part,

be due to the observed reduction in the rates of carbon

dioxide photoassimilation (Table 5). A reduction in such

rates would be expected to result in a decrease, per unit

time, in availability of assimilates for translocation. It

is interesting to note that the reduction in the magnitude

of translocation in plants exposed to 11,250 rads was statis-

tically equivalent to the reduction observed in plants exposed

to 3»750 rads and in both these plant populations, the rates

of apparent photosynthesis were reduced by the same amount.

The importance of sink demand with respect to the

amount of C-photoassimilates exported out of the fed leaf
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was investigated by excising the stem apex and substituting

the shoot apex region with either deionized water or 20 ppm

lAA. In these experiments, however, only the apex was

directly affected, whereas other sinks such as expanding

leaves and roots were not. Substitution of the apex of non-

irradiated plants with deionized water did not alter the

magnitude of C-photoassimilate translocation (Table 16).

In irradiated plants the magnitude of C exported was

reduced significantly, however, apical substitution with

20 ppm lAA did partially restore the magnitude of assimilate

export (Table 16). These data would suggest that in irradiated

plants the magnitude of photoassimilate exported from the

source leaf may be partially, at least, a result of the

damage incurred by the sink regions. The application of lAA

to the apex region did not alter the photosynthetic rates of

the source leaves (Table 7), but did increase the rate of

dark respiration by approximately 3^ over the pre-substitution

rates. The rates of apparent photosynthesis and dark res-

piration of plants whose apices had been substituted with

deionized water were statistically equivalent to the pre-

irradiation rates. These data would indicate that the partial

restoration of the magnitude of translocation by apically

applied lAA was not due to a stimulation of the C0_-

assimilation process.

These data are in contrast to Turner and Bidwell's

work which showed a stimulation of photosynthesis by lAA
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within 1 hour following the application of the auxin {6k),

However, the contrasting data may be attributed to the fact

that these authors sprayed the lAA solution on the leaves

and that the concentrations of lAA, approximately 1000-6000

ppm, were much higher than those used in the present study.

In addition to affecting the magnitude of'%-

photoassimilates exported from the source region, the gamma

radiation also affected the pattern of photoassimilate

distribution. The most apparent change induced by the

^k
radiation would appear to be in the per cent of exported C

found in the plant above the node of the source leaf. In

plants exposed to 3,750 rads, for example, approximately 20^

14
of the exported C was recovered from this portion of the

plant. In contrast, the corresponding value of 28^ observed

in the non-irradiated plants was significantly higher

(Table 16), Evidence suggesting the high radiosensitivity

of the sink areas above the node of the source leaf has

already been discussed in regards to stem elongation, leaf

expansion and leaf emergence.

Experiments in which the apices of non-irradiated

and irradiated plants were excised and substituted with

either deionized water or 20 ppm lAA provide additional

evidence of the very dynamic role of the apical region in

regulating the distribution pattern of photoassimilated

\kC-carbon. Following the apical substitution of non-

irradiated plants with deionized water, only 17^ of the
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l4translocated C was recovered above the node of the source

leaf. This value was statistically equivalent to that

obtained from the analysis of plants exposed to 3»750 rads

(Table 16), Hence, the excision of the very dynamic apical

sink produced a similar effect as whole-plant irradiation

did. Substitution of the apex of irradiated plants with

20 ppm lAA completely reversed the effect of the gamma

radiation on this aspect of the distribution pattern, pro-

viding further evidence that apical sink metabolism plays a

dominant role in controlling the per cent of translocated C

exported above the node of the source leaf,

A number of other investigations also provide evidence

that decapitation of the apical sink region of a plant causes

14a subsequent decrease in the relative magnitude of C-

translocate exported to adjacent tissues (5,33»4l ,46 ) , For

example, Latour (33) reported that substitution of the apices

of Glycine max, L, variety Harosoy '63 with deionized water

reduced the per cent of the total C recovered above the

node of the source leaf by approximately 50^, Apical sub-

stitution with 5 ppm lAA partially reversed the effect of

eliminating the apical sink area, whereas 20 ppm was able to

completely reverse the effect.

Changes in the distribution pattern following exposure

of the stem apex only, to approximately 10 kR of beta

radiation were reported by Webb and Hodgson (73), They, too,

14observed a radiation-induced decrease in C exported to the
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s
apical region, which could be revered by the topical

application of 5 ppm naphthaleneacetic acid (NAA). The NAA

was able to reverse the obseirved decrease to about 63^ of

the value observed in the non-irradiated plants, 24 hours

following irradiation of the bean plants ( Phaseolus vulgaris )

.

These authors examined only the effect of irradiation on the

magnitude of C exported to the apical region, nevertheless,

the trend exhibited by their data is consistent with the data

provided in the present study.

In contrast to the decrease in the per cent of

translocated C exported to the apical sink region following

irradiation, no significant changes were observed in the per

cent of translocated C recovered from the roots during the

1 hour translocation period of this study. Since the roots

in young soybean plants serve both as a metabolic and storage

sink for photoassimilates, as well as the site of redistri-

bution of translocate to the stem apical regions (74), it is

difficult to assess whether or not either of these roles was

affected at the expense of the other. For exeunple , it might

be possible that the sink role of the root was diminished by

the radiation, but that its role in redistributing C to the

apex may have remained unchanged.

The roots may be considered as a site of redistri-

bution, since in young soybeans, indeed in most higher plants,

the leaves have direct vascular connections only in the

direction of the roots (4). Therefore, it must be recognized
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that in the stem below the node of the source leaf,

especially, the direction of translocate movement is

difficult to discern as C-translocate recovered from

this portion of the plant may be moving upward or downward

in the plant or may, in fact, be stored in immobile pools.

The significant increase in the per cent of translocated

C recovered from the petiole and the stem below the node

of the source leaf observed in the irradiated, intact plants

and also in the non-irradiated plants whose stem apex was

substituted with deionized water, suggests a reduction in

the rate of movement (Table 16). The decrease in the rate of

translocation results in a "back-up" of C in the trans-

location and if this is indeed the case, then one might

14presume that the majority of the C-translocate recovered

from the stem below the node of the source leaf is moving

towards the roots in these plants.

In a recent study by Patrick and Wareing (46), de-

capitation of Phaseolus vulgaris plants at the second inter-
im

node, resulted in a "back-up" of translocated C similar to

that observed in the present study. That is, a lower per

14cent of the translocated C was recovered above the node of

the source leaf and a greater per cent was recovered below

the node compared to intact control plants. Addition of

1 ,000 ppm lAA to the cut stem almost completely reversed

this effect. Furthermore, these authors presented data which

suggested that the rate of translocation of C was affected
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by the above manipulations.

Since apical substitution of irradiated plants with

lAA completely reversed the effects of gamma radiation on

the pattern of C distribution (Table l6), these data

provide further evidence that apical sink metabolism is the

major factor controlling the pattern of C distribution,

probably by affecting the rate of assimilate movement, and

that direct damage to the phloem tissue did not occur. The

high radioresistance of phloem tissue was shown in a study

by Webb and Hodgson, who reported that the movement of

assimilates through the phloem tissue in petioles of bean

plants ( Phaseolus vulgaris ) was unaffected by doses as high

as 50,000 R (73).

Although most of the experiments were conducted using

non-irradiated plants and plants exposed to 3,750 rads of

gamma radiation, additional results were also obtained from

plants exposed to 11,250 rads. As seen in Table 11, plants

exposed to 11,250 rads exhibited a magnitude and pattern of

translocation following irradiation which were essentially

similar (at the 5^ level of significance) to those observed

in plants exposed to 3,750 rads, with the exception of the

14per cent of translocated C recovered above the node of the

source leaf which was significantly lower in plants exposed

to 11,250 rads. It should be noted that the selected growth

responses over the 10-day period were significantly greater

in the plants exposed to 11,250 rads and it may well be that
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over a longer period (than 2 hours) of time following

irradiation, a significant difference might also be observed

in the responses of the magnitude and pattern of trans-

location between the two irradiated populations of plants.
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CONCLUSIONS

It should seem apparent from the context of this

study, that it represents a preliminary investigation into

the effects of ionizing radiation on selected aspects of

the translocation process. To complement this approach, it

was necessary to assess radiation damage in the source region

and in a major sink area. For this purpose, studies on the

rates of apparent photosynthesis and dark respiration were

conducted, as well as the measurement of growth rates.

Despite the breadth of the study, some specific responses

have been identified and some interesting correlations

suggested. Further studies will help to answer many of the

questions raised by this investigation.

In summary, the major conclusions reached by this

investigation are as follows:

1 « Exposure of young soybean plants to low levels of

gamma radiation reduced the magnitude of photoassimilate

export from mature exporting leaves within 2 hours following

irradiation. This reduction may be the result of both

radiation-induced damage incurred by the source leaf itself,

as evidenced by the reduction in the rates of photosynthesis,

and also as a result of damage to the sink areas, particularly

the stem apex.
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2, Exposure of young soybean plants to gamma radiation

14also changes the pattern of C-photoassimilate distribution

within 2 hours following irradiation. This modification is

the result of damage to the apical sink region, resulting

in a reduced rate of assimilate movement in the phloem,

3, Substitution of the stem apex of irradiated plants

with 20 ppm lAA partially restored the magnitude of trans-

location and completely restored the distribution pattern

1^of C-photoassimilates

.
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FUTITRE RESEARCH

As stated previously, this study has been a

preliminary investigation into the responses of selected

aspects of the process of translocation to ionizing

radiation. As such, the breadth of the data presented

in this study could form the basis for a number of in-

vestigations to further elucidate specific radiation-

induced responses of the components of the translocation

process.

I, For example, the data obtained in this investigation

suggest that the pattern of distribution of photosynthate is

regulated primarily by the metabolism of the apical sink.

To substantiate these data, it may be useful to irradiate

only the apex of the plants and then determine the distri-

bution pattern of photosynthate.

Since apical substitution with 20 ppm lAA completely

restored the distribution pattern, the determination of the

concentration of this hormone following irradiation would

be of particular interest.

II. It has been reported in the literature (7^), that

the translocate exported from primary soybeaji leaves exposed

14
to C0„ is first translocated to the roots before
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redistribution to sink areas in the apical region. From

the data presented in the present study, it is difficult to

assess whether or not the role of the roots as a sink area

or the role as a site of redistribution, or both, was

affected by the radiation. A solution to this problem would

aid in ascertaining the fate of the translocate in the roots

following irradiation. It might also be of interest, then,

to compare the rates of respiration in the roots of non-

irradiated and irradiated plants.

III. The data obtained in this investigation suggest that

the magnitude of translocation is regulated mainly by the

source leaves. Since the reduction in the rates of photo-

synthesis in the source leaves of plants exposed to either

3,750 rads or 11,250 rads could not be attributed to increases

in the rates of photorespiration or dark respiration, it may

be of interest to examine the functional integrity of photo-

chemical reactions such as the electron transport and

associated photophosphorylation. Furthermore, a comparison

of the activity of the carboxylase enzyme in non-irradiated

and irradiated leaves may also be useful.

In contrast to the data obtained at the lower

exposure levels, the data obtained from plants exposed to

22,500 rads suggest that the rates of photorespiration had

increased at this exposure level. To substantiate these

data, analysis of the types and concentrations of metabolic
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products would be useful. Of particular interest would be

an anlysis of the levels of glycolate, glycine and serine

as indicators of the activity of the photorespiratory

pathway,

IV, Analysis of the nature of the photosynthetic products

in the source leaf may also provide an additional explanation

for the reduction in the export of photosynthate following

irradiation. Changes in the type of photosynthate syn-

thesized could very well affect the availability of trans-

locates or their ability to move into the phloem tissue,

V, The magnitudes of the responses of plants exposed

to 11,250 rads were numerically larger than those of plants

exposed to 3»750 rads. Plants exposed to 11,250 rads showed

even less export to the apex and root and a greater per cent

1^
of translocated C in the stem below the node of the source

leaf and also in the petiole. Additional studies, utilizing

various dose levels, could provide valuable information

concerning the radiation-induced responses of the translocation

process which may be dose-dependent.
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APPENDIX 1

Calibration of the Gammacell 220 Unit .

As stated in the Methods section, the Gammacell 220

Unit, a Co irradiation facility manufactured by Atomic

Energy of Canada Limited, was used as the gamma source for

this investigation. The Fricke Chemical Dosimetry method

vas used to determine the quantity of radiation given off by

the soiirce per tinit time. Basically, this method is a spectro-

photometric determination of the quantity of ferric salt

produced by the radiation-induced oxidation of an acid solution

of ferrous sulfate. The concentration of the ferric salt

produced by this irreversible reaction was determined at

304 nm using a Coleman Hitachi 124 Double Beajn Spectrophoto-

meter. This method of calibrating the gamma source was used

because the chemical conversion obtained is (i) proportional

to the amount of irradiation absorbed, (ii) independent of

the dose rate and (iii) is measured by using analytical

techniques.

All glassware used in the calibration procedtire had

been washed in a 5% Decon 75 solution ajad rinsed in doubly

distilled water. The dosimeter solution was prepared just

before use, and consisted of the following:

0.4 gm FeSO^^ • TH^O

0.06 gm NaCl

22 ml HgSO^ (98^)

doubly distilled HO to 1 liter.
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Of this solution, 10 ml was pipetted In a test tube

and Irradiated for 10 minutes. Following Irradiation this

solution was discarded and another 10 ml of the dosimeter

solution was pipetted Into the tube and Irradiated for the

required period of time. Immediately following irradiation,

the absorbance at 30^^ nm was determined.

The concentration of ferric ions is calculated to

express the dose in rad units, as follows:

UN 3+ / , /,.. \ (O.D.i - O.D.b)Fe (moles/liter } = ^ ^ "'

d

where O.D.j^ = optical density of the irradiated
dosimeter

O.D,, = optical density of the non-irradiated
dosimeter

*s molar extinction coefficient for
ferric ions (2174 i 6)

d as thickness of the sample used when
measuring optical density (l cm).

, , , ^ 0.965 X 10^ (O.D.i - O.D. I,)mean absorbed dose = ^ "'

dG (Fe^*)

where G(Fe^*) = 15,5

Then, mean absorbed dose = 2«80 x 10^ (O.D.^ - 0,D,^)

d

ss rad.

Twenty one calibration experiments were conducted

during the months of May and October 1973 with exposure times

varying from 5-30 minutes. The mean dose rate yielded by

these experiments was 751 i 58 rad/min.
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Calibration of Ganunacell 220

Dose Rate (Rads/Min.

)

10 Min. Irradiation 15 Min, Irradiation 30 Min. Irradiation

672 821 756

6kk 78k 756

756 672 761

812 728 756

616 765 728

768 765 765

840 775

821

Mean =751 i 58 Rads/Minute
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APPENDIX 2

Theory and Calibration of the Infrared Gas Analyzer .

a) Theory of the Instrument.

The Beckmeui Model 21 5A Infrared Gas Analyzer

automatically and continuously monitors the differential

absorption of infrared energy by mixtures of gases containing

carbon dioxide. The instrument employs a double-beam optical

system, in which the sample energy besun and the reference

energy beam are emitted by separate infrared sources.

The two beams of infrared energy emitted by these

sources are blocked simultaneously (lO times per second) by a

chopper, a two segmented blade rotating at five revolutions

per second. When not blocked in this meuiner, each beam passes

through the associated cell and into the detector tanit. The

beam passing through the sample cell has some of its radiation

absorbed by the carbon dioxide present, the amount of radiation

absorbed being proportional to the amoixnt of carbon dioxide

present. The reference cell has a gas passed through it which

is selected for minimal absorption of infrared energy of those

wavelengths absorbed by carbon dioxide. Chosen for this

function was a high purity nitrogen gas.

The detector consists of two sealed compartments

separated by a flexible metal diaphragm. Each compartment is

filled, to the ssime sub-atmospheric pressure with carbon
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dioxide. Thus, use of this gas as the gas charge in the

detector causes the Instrument to respond only to the net

difference In energy due to the presence of carbon dioxide

in the seunple cell.

This differential energy increment arises from the

fact that in the reference cell, absorption of Infrared energy

is minimal. Thus, more energy is available to heat the gas in

the corresponding compartment in the detector. Since the gas

in this compartment is heated to a greater extent, a propor-

tional Increase in pressure distends the diaphragm towards the

sample compartment. Consequently, a change in electrical

capacitance arises in an adjacent two-plate variable capacitor.

This change is then eunpllfied and recorded on a chart recorder,

B) Calibration of the Instz*ument.

After a warm-up period of at least 30 minutes, the main

dial of the Infrared gas analyzer (IRGA) was chsmged from the

"Tune" position to "Rsmge 1". This position was maintained

throughout the calibration procedures and also during experi-

mentation. High purity nitrogen gas was then passed through

both the reference and sample cells at a flow rate of

2000 ml/mln. yielding a chart deflection of zero. Any

discrepancies In this reading were corrected using the zero

adjust control. While allowing the nitrogen gas to flow

continuously through the reference cell, two gases containing

known concentrations of carbon dioxide were passed through the
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sample cell at a rate of 4000 ml/mln* These gases containing

260 ppm and 36O ppm carbon dioxide, yielded recorder deflec-

tions of 61 and 83, respectively. Thus, the distance on the

chart between 83 and 6I represents a difference in carbon

dioxide concentration of 100 ppm.
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APPENDIX 3

Sample Calculation of Apparent Photosynthetic Rates .

As stated In Appendix 2, the gases containing 3^0 ppm

and 260 ppm carbon dioxide (C0_) elicited recorder readings

of 83 and 61 , respectively. Basically, the rates of apparent

photosynthesis were a measure of the time required for a plant

to reduce the COp concentrations between the recorder readings

of 83 and 61, representing a C0_ concentration of 100 ppm.

The calculation of the rate, using hypothetical values, is as

follows t

time required for plant to chart distemce between 83 and 6l
assimilate 100 ppm CO^ chart speed

= 29 nmi

60 mm/min.

« .5 min.

then, rate = 1^2-EEH
' .5 min.

= 200 ppm/min.

since, 1 ppm = 1 ul/l,
and volume of system s ,5 i

then, rate = 200 ul/l/min. x .5 1

m 100 ul/min.

since at S.T.P. 22.4 1 COg a 44 gm

44then, 1 1 a
jlyjj-

gm

= 1 .964 gm
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since, 1 ul = ^ ,96k \ig

then, rate «s 100 ul/mln. x 1 ,96k ug/ul

B 196.4 ug/min,

0.196 mg/min.

« 11.8 mg/hr

,

In order to compare the rates of different leaves,

the rates were expressed per gram fresh weight of the leaf.

Assuming a fresh weight of 0.5 gm

then, rate « 11.8 m^/hr.
» 0.5 gm

= 23.6 mg/hr,/gm fresh weight.
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APPENDIX U

Using the Mann Whitney U testt

ni (ni + 1 )
if T^> T3, then, U = n^n^ + -L-I T^.

no (no + 1

)

if Tb > T^, then, U = n^n^ + -= = - Tg.

where, n^ = size of population A (smaller
population)

n„ = size of population B.

Assume Ho : the populations are the same.

Sample Calculation : comparison of the initial Eind final
rates (3 hours following initial rates) of
apparent photosynthesis in non-irradiated plants,

Population A Population B
(initial rates) (final rates)

5.6 4.6
7.3 7.1
7.7 7.9
7.8 8,k
8.0 8.U
8,k 8.9
8.8 9A

Ranking the data,

4.6 5.6 7.1 7.3 7.7 7.8 7.9 8.0 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.8 8.9 9.4BAABBABB
7 8 10 10 10 12 13 14

B
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n2(n2 + 1

)

since Tg>T., then U = "i°2 "*"

2
~ '^^*

B 49+28-58

= 19.

for n^ « 7, n^ = 7 U^ = 0.27

since 0,27> 0.05, the populations are not significantly

different.
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